AED STUDIOS
THE DESTINATION FOR YOUR CREATION

AED Studios is one of the largest, most complete and ecological studio complex of Europe. It is the
perfect location for all kind of projects, even the most ambitious ones. Surrounded by forests and
water, the studio infrastructure is naturally integrated in its environment. The broad range of
modern facilities are designed to meet all your functional requirements.

Furthermore, AED Studios globally sets an example as a sustainable organization. It contains
10.000 solar panels, an electric car fleet, 500.000 liters of rainwater recovery and the largest ARRI
LED light set in the world. Our audiovisual equipment is just a stone’s throw away, saving on
transportation. With all this, AED Studios is far more friendly to the environment than any other
studio.

We handle our guests with personal care and a main focus on service, as we believe that this will
strongly benefit the execution of your project. In sum, AED Studios is a state of the art choice for
your project. It is strategically located and has all the functionalities in house to be the destination
for your creation.
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MEETING & BREAKOUT ROOMS
Do you want to organize a meeting in the
middle of the green environment of AED
Studios? No problem!
All of our professional meeting facilities are
at your disposal for production and company
meetings. For larger groups we can offer our
fully equipped auditorium, which offers seats
for up to 500 people.
AED Studios also offers 8 multi-purpose
spaces.
These rooms may host meetings, press
conferences, receptions, workshops,
breakouts or similar events and are equipped
with additional facilities such as a bar,
kitchen, etc.

1e verdieping: Flex 10
Studio 6 VIP

GLV: Flex 8B & Studio 10
1e verdieping: Flex 7

Flex 1&3
Flex 5

Studio 12 GLV
Studio 12 – 1e verdieping
Flex 12

FLEX 1&3
Spacious and cozy rooms, providing
immediate access to Studio 1 and Studio 3.
Due to the presence of a bar and the
accompanying furniture you can organize
small receptions here or press conferences.

FLEX 1&3Spacious and cozy rooms,

DIMENSIONS
providing immediate
access to Studio 1 and
Surface: 80m²
Studio(861ft²)
3.
Length: 10m (33ft)
Due to the
presence
of a bar and the
Width:
8m (26ft)
accompanying furniture you can organize
small receptions here or press conferences.
CAPACITY
Reception: 30 people
Academic: 20 people
EXTRAS
Professional bar

€475

VIP STUDIO 6
Beautiful room with a view over the restaurant and its green
surroundings.
Equipped with a 95” screen w/ Barco Clickshare
CAPACITY
10 people
€375

Beautiful room with a view over the restaurant and its green
surroundings.

Flex 7 is suitable to receive press and VIP’s.

FLEX 7

The different compartments create the opportunity to plan
different activities within the same area (workshops, interview
corner, information desk, bar, etc).
There is easy access to Studio 7, Studio 8 and Studio 9.

CAPACITY
Reception: 100 people
Academic: 50 people

This space is ready to use as a meeting room or conference room.

EXTRAS
Beautiful view of the green surroundings

FLEX 7Flex 7 is suitable to receive press and VIP’s.
The different compartments create the opportunity to plan
different activities within the same area (workshops, interview
corner, information desk, bar, etc).

DIMENSIONS
Surface: 144m² (1.550ft²)
Length: 18m (59ft)
Width: 8m (26ft)

€975

€975

There is easy access to Studio 7, Studio 8 and Studio 9.
This space is ready to use as a meeting room or conference room.

FLEX 8B€975

DIMENSIONS
Surface: 144m² (1.550ft²)
Length: 18m (59ft)
Width: 8m (26ft)
CAPACITY
Reception: 100 people
Academic: 50 people

FLEX 8B
DIMENSIONS
Surface: 48m² (517ft²)
Lenght: 12m (39ft)
Width: 4m (13ft)

Flex 8 is as a meeting room, on demand, fully equipped (screen,
projector, memo boards, etc).
There is also the possibility in Flex 8 to book an additional, adjacent
room so different groups can have meetings at the same time.
€675

CAPACITY
Reception: 30 people
Academic: 20 people

CAPACITY

FLEX 10 FLEX 12
Flex 10 is located on the
second floor and is directly
accessible via entrance 0. It
overlooks the beautiful
green environment of AED
Studios.
Do you need a breakout
room, a reception area or
even a dance rehearsal
area? Almost everything is
possible in this flex room.

DIMENSIONS
Surface: 330m²

FLEX 12Flex 10 is located
CAPACITY
on the second
floor and is
Reception: 200 people
directly accessible via
Academic: 150 people

entrance 0. It overlooks the
beautiful green
environment of AED
Studios.
€675
Do you need a breakout

Flex 12 is located next to
stage 12 and is accessible
via a separate entrance.
The nice terrace, private
sanitary units and kitchen
facilities make this flex
room unique for private
events. Our house caterer
will serve your needs.

Flex 12 is located next to
stage 12 and is accessible
DIMENSIONS
via a separate entrance.
Surface: 180m²

The nice terrace, private
sanitaryCAPACITY
units and kitchen
Reception:
250 people
facilities make
this flex
Seated dinner: 150 people
room unique for private
events. Our house caterer
EXTRA
will serve
your needs.

Terrace and kitchen facilities
€750

STUDIO 10B
A blackbox studio with
multifunctional purposes

A blackbox studio with
multifunctional
purposes
DIMENSIONS
Surface: 60m²
CAPACITY
Reception: 60 people
Academic: 30 people

€250

STUDIO 10BDIMENSIONS

STUDIO 12  GROUND FLOOR
Office space with multifunctional purposes
€975

STUDIO 12  GROUND FLOOROffice space
with multifunctional purposes
€975

STUDIO 12  1 FLOOR
ST

Office space with multifunctional purposes
€975

FLEX 5
Multifunctional warehouse space
€400
STUDIO 12  1ST FLOOROffice space with
multifunctional purposes
€975

GET IN TOUCH!
INFO@AEDSTUDIOS.COM
+32 3 454 20 10
FABRIEKSTRAAT 38, 2547 LINT

GET IN TOUCH!
INFO@AEDSTUDIOS.COM

